Dummy embryo transfer: a technique that minimizes the problems of embryo transfer and improves the pregnancy rate in human in vitro fertilization.
Three hundred thirty-five patients selected for in vitro fertilization (IVF) were randomly divided into two groups. Group A (n = 167) was subjected to dummy embryo transfer (ET) before the start of IVF treatment to choose the most suitable catheter for each patient. Group B (n = 168) started their IVF treatment without dummy ET. Embryo transfer technique was difficult in 50 cases (29.8%) in group B, whereas no difficulty was met in group A. Pregnancy rate and implantation rate (22.8%, 7.2%) in group A were significantly higher than in group B (13.1%, 4.3%). The lower pregnancy rate in group B is due to the very low pregnancy rate (4%) in difficult ET cases. Dummy ET is a simple procedure that determines the most suitable ET catheter for each patient and avoids unexpected difficult and failed ET.